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Asynchronous Decentralized Task Allocation for
Dynamic Environments
Luke B. Johnson∗, Sameera S. Ponda†, Han-Lim Choi‡, Jonathan P. How§
This work builds on a decentralized task allocation algorithm for networked agents com-
municating through an asynchronous channel. The algorithm extends the Asynchronous
Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (ACBBA) to account for more real time implementa-
tion issues resulting from a decentralized planner. This work utilizes a new implementation
that allows further insight into the consensus and message passing structures of ACBBA.
This paper specifically talks to the comparisons between global and local convergence in
asynchronous consensus algorithms. Also a feature called asychronous replan is intro-
duced to ACBBA’s functionality that enables efficient updates to large changes in local
situational awareness. A real-time software implementation using multiple agents commu-
nicating through the user datagram protocol (UDP) validates the proposed algorithm.
I. Introduction
Teams of heterogeneous unmanned agents are regularly employed in complex missions including intelli-
gence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations.1–3 Of critical interest for successful mission operations is
proper coordination of tasks amongst a fleet of robotic agents. Many different methods have been considered
for enabling agents to distribute tasks amongst themselves from a known mission task list. Centralized plan-
ners, which rely on agents communicating their state to a central server, are useful since they place much
of the heavy processing requirements safely on the ground, making robots smaller and cheaper to build.4–10
Ideally, the communication links between all elements of the system (command station, autonomous vehicles,
manned vehicles, etc.) are high bandwidth, low latency, low cost, and highly reliable. However, even the
most modern communication infrastructures do not possess all of these characteristics. If the inter-agent
communication mechanism has a more favorable combination of these characteristics compared to agent-to-
base communication, then a distributed planning architecture offers performance and robustness advantages.
In particular, response times to changes in situational awareness can be made significantly faster via dis-
tributed control than those achieved under a purely centralized planner. As a result, distributed planning
methods which eliminate the need for a central server have been explored.11–14 Many of these methods
often assume perfect communication links with infinite bandwidth in order to ensure that agents have the
same situational awareness before planning. In the presence of inconsistencies in situational awareness, these
distributed tasking algorithms can be augmented with consensus algorithms15–24 to converge on a consis-
tent state before performing the task allocation. Although consensus algorithms guarantee convergence on
information, they may take a significant amount of time and often require transmitting large amounts of
data.25
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Other popular task allocation methods involve using distributed auction algorithms,26–29 which have
been shown to efficiently produce sub-optimal solutions. One such algorithm is the Consensus-Based Bundle
Algorithm (CBBA),30,31 a multi-assignment distributed auction approach with a consensus protocol that
guarantees a conflict-free solution despite possible inconsistencies in situational awareness. CBBA is guar-
anteed to achieve at least 50% optimality,30 although empirically its performance is shown to be within 93%
of the optimal solution.32 The bidding process runs in polynomial time, demonstrating good scalability with
increasing numbers of agents and tasks, making it well suited to real-time dynamic environments. Although
the CBBA algorithm allows for asynchronous bidding at each iteration of the algorithm, the consensus phase
relies on synchronized communication between all agents. In order to operate in a decentralized synchronous
environment, artificial delays and extra communication must be built into algorithms to ensure agents re-
main in sync. These delays and extra messages reduce mission performance and may even be unrealizable
in physical systems.
This work extends CBBA for networked agents communicating through an asynchronous channel. The
algorithmic extensions proposed in this paper allow the Asynchronous Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm
(ACBBA) to operate in real-time dynamic tasking environments. As previous work has shown,33 ACBBA can
provide the task space convergence properties of nominal CBBA,30 while maintaining a relatively low message
bandwidth. The power of asynchronous algorithms emerges when distributed methods are implemented in
real time. ACBBA applies a set of local deconfliction rules that do not require access to the global information
state, consistently handle of out-of-order messages and detect redundant information.
II. Background
II.A. Problem Statement
Given a list of Nt tasks and Na agents, the goal of a task allocation algorithm is to find a conflict-free
matching of tasks to agents that maximizes some global reward. An assignment is said to be free of conflicts
if each task is assigned to no more than one agent. Each agent can be assigned a maximum of Lt tasks,
and the maximum overall number of assignments achievable is given by Nmax , min{Nt, NaLt}. The global
objective function is assumed to be a sum of local reward values, while each local reward is determined as a
function of the tasks assigned to each agent.
This task assignment problem can be written as the following integer (possibly nonlinear) program, with
binary decision variables xij that are used to indicate whether or not task j is assigned to agent i:
max
Na∑
i=1
 Nt∑
j=1
cij(τij(pi(xi)))xij

subject to:
Nt∑
j=1
xij ≤ Lt, ∀i ∈ I
Na∑
i=1
xij ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J (1)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
where xij = 1 if agent i is assigned to task j, and xi , {xi1, . . . , xiNt} is a vector of assignments for
agent i, whose jth element is xij . The index sets for i and j are defined as I , {1, . . . , Na} and J ,
{1, . . . , Nt}, representing the index sets for the agents and tasks respectively. The variable length vector
pi , {pi1, . . . , pi|pi|} represents the path for agent i, an ordered sequence of tasks where the elements are
the task indices, pin ∈ J for n = 1, . . . , |pi|, i.e. its nth element is j ∈ J if agent i conducts task j at the
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nth point along the path. The current length of the path is denoted by |pi| and may be no longer than Lt.
The summation term in brackets in the objective function above represents the local reward for agent i.
Key assumptions underlying the above problem formulation are:
1. The score cij that agent i obtains by performing task j is defined as a function of the arrival time τij
at which the agent executes the task (or possibly the expected arrival time in a probabilistic setting).
2. The arrival time τij is uniquely defined as a function of the path pi that agent i takes.
3. The path pi is uniquely defined by the assignment vector of agent i, xi.
Several design objectives commonly used for multi-agent decision making problems feature scoring func-
tions that satisfy the above set of assumptions. An example is the problem involving time-discounted values
of targets,4,10,25 in which the sooner an agent arrives at the target, the higher the reward it obtains. A
more complex mission scenario involves re-visit tasks, where previously observed targets must be revisited
at some scheduled time. In this case the score function would have its maximum at the desired re-visiting
time and lower values at other re-visit times.
II.B. Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA)
The scoring function in Equation 1 depends on the assignment vector xi and on the path pi, which makes
this integer programming problem significantly complex for Lt > 1. To address these dependencies, previous
combinatorial auction methods34–37 explored simplifications of the problem by treating each assignment
combination or “bundle” of tasks as a single item for bidding. These approaches led to complicated winner
selection methods as well as bad scalability due to the increase in computation associated with enumerating
all possible bundle combinations. In contrast, the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) originally
presented in [ 30, 31] consists of an auction process which is performed at the task level rather than at the
bundle level, where agents build their bundles in a sequential greedy fashion. The real-time implementation
of CBBA has been demonstrated for heterogeneous teams, and the algorithm has been extended to account
for timing considerations associated with task execution.38–40
In this section we present a brief review of CBBA. In order to perform this decentralized algorithm each
agent must carry six vectors of information:
1. A bundle, bi , {bi1, . . . , bi|bi|}, of variable length whose elements are defined by bin ∈ J for n =
1, . . . , |bi|. The current length of the bundle is denoted by |bi|, which cannot exceed the maximum
length Lt, and an empty bundle is represented by bi = ∅ and |bi| = 0. The bundle represents the
tasks that agent i has selected to do, and is ordered chronologically with respect to when the tasks
were added (i.e. task bin was added before task bi(n+1)).
2. A corresponding path, pi , {pi1, . . . , pi|pi|}, whose elements are defined by pin ∈ J for n = 1, . . . , |pi|.
The path contains the same tasks as the bundle, and is used to represent the order in which agent i
will execute the tasks in its bundle. The path is therefore the same length as the bundle, and is not
permitted to be longer than Lt; |pi| = |bi| ≤ Lt.
3. A vector of times τ i , {τi1, . . . , τi|τ i|}, whose elements are defined by τin ∈ [0,∞) for n = 1, . . . , |τ i|.
The times vector represents the corresponding times at which agent i will execute the tasks in its path,
and is necessarily the same length as the path.
4. A winning agent list zi , {zi1, . . . , ziNt}, of size Nt, where each element zij ∈ {I ∪∅} for j = 1, . . . , Nt
indicates who agent i believes is the current winner for task j. Specifically, the value in element zij is
the index of the agent who is currently winning task j according to agent i, and is zij = ∅ if agent i
believes that there is no current winner.
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5. A winning bid list yi , {yi1, . . . , yiNt}, also of size Nt, where the elements yij ∈ [0,∞) represent the
corresponding winners’ bids and take the value of 0 if there is no winner for the task.
6. And finally, a vector of timestamps si , {si1, . . . , siNa}, of size Na, where each element sik ∈ [0,∞)
for k = 1, . . . , Na represents the timestamp of the last information update agent i received about agent
k, either directly or through a neighboring agent.
The algorithm consists of iterations between two phases: a bundle construction phase and a consensus
phase, which are described below.
II.B.1. Phase 1: Bundle Construction
In contrast to the bundle algorithms previously described in the literature,34–37 which enumerate all possible
bundles for bidding, in CBBA each agent creates just its single bundle which is updated as the assignment
process progresses. During this phase of the algorithm, each agent continuously adds tasks to its bundle in
a sequential greedy fashion until it is incapable of adding any others. Tasks in the bundle are ordered based
on which ones were added first in sequence, while those in the path are ordered based on their predicted
execution times.
II.B.2. Phase 2: Consensus
Once agents have built their bundles of desired tasks they need to communicate with each other to resolve
conflicting assignments amongst the team. After receiving information from neighboring agents about the
winning agents and corresponding winning bids, each agent can determine if it has been outbid for any
task in its bundle. Since the bundle building recursion, described in the previous section, depends at each
iteration upon the tasks in the bundle up to that point, if an agent is outbid for a task, it must release it and
all subsequent tasks from its bundle. If the subsequent tasks are not released, then the current best scores
computed for those tasks would be overly conservative, possibly leading to a degradation in performance. It
is better, therefore, to release all tasks after the outbid task and redo the bundle building recursion process to
add these tasks (or possibly better ones) back into the bundle. A more detailed discussion of the interaction
between these two phases can be found in [ 33] .
III. Synchronous CBBA
CBBA was originally designed to be decentralized but was tightly synchronized. Many possible solutions
were considered for implementing this synchronization. Figure 1 highlights the main reasons why these
attempts were unsuccessful. The first idea was to impose a global heartbeat on the entire network that
would work to resynchronize every consensus step in the same way that the distributed version of CBBA
was implemented. As can be seen in the left 2 blocks of Figure 1, if the consensus phase iteration is too long
then time is wasted by forcing all agents to idle during the end of the consensus phase. If the consensus
phase iteration time is too short then some agents are not admitted into certain rounds of consensus.
This effectively means that the algorithm is creating an artificial dynamic network, which is detrimental to
convergence properties. Even more likely would be that a combination of the previous two problems would
happen every single iteration, further complicating and slowing consensus. The third idea involved having
all agents wait for all other agents to return with assignments, then only advance once they had heard from
everyone. This solution was determined to be non-robust for our planning applications because it was unclear
how to scale this method to handle dynamic networks with possible dropped connectivity.
Given these and other reasons explained in further detail in [ 33], an asynchronous version of the algorithm
was developed.
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Figure 1. Possible Implementations of a Synchronization in a decentralized system
IV. Asynchronous CBBA (ACBBA)
To ensure the greatest degree and flexibility in decentralized environments, the Asynchronous Consensus
Based Bundle Algorithm (ACBBA) was created. The main feature enabled with ACBBA is the ability
for each agent to build bundles and perform consensus on their own schedule. This requires breaking the
synchronous assumptions of CBBA and allowing the algorithm to run both the Bundle Building Phase and
the Consensus Phase simultaneously and asynchronously. This is accomplished by carefully understanding
information states on the agent level in combination with a new consensus task deconfliction table to account
for more complicated information interactions. One of the other useful properties that emerge when the
information state of the agent is carefully controlled include the introduction of a rebroadcast decision. Each
agent then only broadcasts new or relevant information, reducing the overall message bandwidth requirements
of a decentralized system. Given that ACBBA assumes worst case networking scenarios, it has robustness
built into the deconfliction table that handles dynamic network topologies naturally. This is accomplished
by ensuring that the task consensus process can be run using only local information. As a result, agents may
enter and leave the network and tasks may be created or deleted, all in a completely decentralized manner.
IV.A. Local Deconfliction Rules of ACBBA
The set of local deconfliction rules for the new Asynchronous CBBA (ACBBA) algorithm are summarized
in Table 1. The table describes what actions agent i should take after receiving a message from agent k. As
before, the term zkj refers to agent k’s belief of who won task j and ykj represents the associated winning
bid. The new term tkj refers to the timestamp of when this winning bid was made.
One key change in the ACBBA deconfliction protocol is that, not only does it specify how the receiver
should update its winning agents and winning bids lists, but it also specifies what messages to rebroadcast.
The main reasons for having this new rebroadcast option are: (a) to reduce the communication load over
the network by preventing the rebroadcast of redundant information, and (b) to enable additional decision
options to deal with the resultant ambiguity of the asynchronous system’s timestamps. There are five possible
actions the receiver can choose from:
1. Update & Rebroadcast: The receiver i updates its winning agent zij , winning bid yij , and winning
time tij with the received information from the sender k. It then propagates this new information.
2. Leave & Rebroadcast: The receiver does not change its information state, but rebroadcasts its local
copy of the winning agent’s information because either it believes its information is more correct than
the sender’s, or the agent is unsure and it’s looking for confirmation from another agent.
3. Leave & No-Rebroadcast: The receiver neither changes its information state nor rebroadcasts it.
This action is applied when the information is either not new or is outdated and should have been
corrected already.
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Table 1. ACBBA decision rules for agent i based on communication with agent k regarding task j (zuj : winning agent
for task j from agent u’s perspective; yuj : winning bid on task j from agent u’s perspective; tuj : timestamp of the
message agent u received associated with the current zuj and yuj)
Agent k (sender) Agent i (receiver) Receiver’s Action
thinks zkj is thinks zij is (default: leave & rebroadcast)
1
k
i
if ykj > yij → update & rebroadcast
2 if ykj = yij and zkj < zij → update & rebroadcast
3 if ykj < yij → update time & rebroadcast
4
k
if tkj > tij → update & rebroadcast
5 |tkj − tij | < t → leave & no-broadcast
6 if tkj < tij → leave & no-rebroadcast
7
m /∈ {i, k}
if ykj > yij and tkj ≥ tij → update & rebroadcast
8 if ykj < yij and tkj ≤ tij → leave & rebroadcast
9 if ykj = yij → leave & rebroadcast
10 if ykj < yij and tkj > tij → update & rebroadcast
11 if ykj > yij and tkj < tij → update & rebroadcast
12 none update & rebroadcast
13
i
i if |tkj − tij | < t → leave & no-rebroadcast
14 k reset & rebroadcast*
15 m /∈ {i, k} leave & rebroadcast
16 none leave & rebroadcast*
17
m /∈ {i, k}
i
if ykj > yij → update & rebroadcast
18 if ykj = yij and zkj < zij → update & rebroadcast
19 if ykj < yij → update time & rebroadcast
20 k update & rebroadcast
22
m
if tkj > tij → update & rebroadcast
23 |tkj − tij | < t → leave & no-rebroadcast
24 if tkj < tij → leave & rebroadcast
25
n /∈ {i, k,m}
if ykj > yij and tkj ≥ tij → update & rebroadcast
26 if ykj < yij and tkj ≤ tij → leave & rebroadcast
28 if ykj < yij and tkj > tij → update & rebroadcast
29 if ykj > yij and tkj < tij → leave & rebroadcast
30 none update & rebroadcast
31
none
i leave & rebroadcast
32 k update & rebroadcast
33 m /∈ {i, k} if tkj > tij → update & rebroadcast
34 none leave & no-rebroadcast
NOTE:
rebroadcast
With “leave,” broadcast own information
With “update,” broadcast sender’s information
With “reset,” broadcast sender’s information
With “update time,” broadcast own information
rebroadcast* empty bid with current time
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4. Reset & Rebroadcast: The receiver resets its information state: zij = ∅ and yij = 0, and
rebroadcasts the original received message so that the confusion can be resolved by other agents.
5. Update Time & Rebroadcast: This case happens when the receiver is the task winner and observes
a possibly confusing message. The receiver updates the timestamp on his bid to reflect the current
time, confirming that the bid is still active at the current time.
More remarks on the key decision rules, and the more detailed implementation details for ACBBA can
be viewed in [ 33].
V. Convergence
As a feature of the algorithm, ACBBA runs the Bundle Building and Consensus Phases simultaneously
and continuously in separate threads. This added flexibility changes the way that we must think of con-
vergence. In this continuously running system there is never a point in which CBBA ceases to execute.
This means that other criteria need to be constructed to recognize that the system has entered a stable,
conflict-free assignment. Furthermore, this criterion is also required to be a local measure, such that each
agent can decide individually.
In a static environment ACBBA is guaranteed to converge. The convergence problem shown in Figure
2 illustrates how we think about full network convergence in the ACBBA algorithm. The scenario in this
figure is for 8 agents, with a maximum bundle size of 5, bidding on 35 tasks. As we see in the figure, there is
a large spike within the first 10 ms of the tasks being released. This heavy message passing regime continues
for about 0.1 s, then, after some clean up messages, settles down to 0 messages being sent. Once the network
goes quiet in this configuration we say that the network has converged. For the rest of the results in this
paper, we define 1 message being sent as an agent broadcasting some piece of information to every vehicle
that can hear it, no matter how many vehicles hear this one message being broadcast, we count it as 1
message. Also, for reference, throughout this entire process 956 messages were sent.
Figure 2. Message profile for a convergence iteration where all the tasks are released at the start of the program
The case shown in Figure 2 is interesting, but it ignores one of the big regimes in which ACBBA was
designed to operate. In Figure 3 we show an example of what the network looks like under the presence of
pop-up tasks. The parameters for this test are identical the above scenario, except, instead of releasing all
35 tasks at once, an initial allocation of 10 tasks starts off the ACBBA convergence, then every 0.2 seconds
after, a single pop-up task is added. In this scenario we can see that the initial convergence takes a similar
form to what was shown in Figure 2. At 0.2 seconds we see that the first pop-up task is released. The
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algorithm has a small spike of messages (about 50) for a little less that 0.1 seconds. These few messages are
used to assign the pop-up task to an agent quickly, then the global message state returns to idle. Part a) of
Figure 3 shows a close up of the convergence for the first second of the demonstration, while part b) shows
the general trend of the steady state behavior. For reference, the number of messages sent in the timespan
shown in a) of Figure 3 was 620.
(a) Early Convergence (b) Steady State Behavior
Figure 3. Message profile for a convergence sequence when 10 messages seed the environment and pop-up tasks are
released every 0.2s after
Given the results in Figure 3, we recognize that there may be a problem with defining agent convergence
in terms of the global convergence if tasks are arriving at a rate faster than the algorithm requires to converge
to a 0-message state. This case is shown in Figure 4, and is identical to the one outlined in Figure 3, except
that tasks come every 50ms instead of 0.2s. This means that on the global scale, the network may never
converge. This is an unavoidable side effect of allowing the network to handle pop-up tasks. As can be
seen in part a) of Figure 4, only briefly does the global network ever converge. This can be seen even more
compellingly in part b) of this figure: there are never large gaps, where the network has become completely
quiet.
(a) Early Convergence (b) Steady State Behavior
Figure 4. Message profile for a convergence sequence when 10 messages seed the environment and pop-up tasks are
released every 0.05s after
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This shows that in general, it does not make sense to define the idea of global convergence for ACBBA.
Despite this we can say that given pop-up tasks, the network does not diverge. We can see the 10 tasks
that are released at the beginning add a large number of messages to the network, but this spike is quickly
handled and the message load stabilizes to the load of handling 1 new task at a time.
The above example highlights that in certain dynamic environments ACBBA convergence can only be
thought of in terms of local convergence. This requires that each agent decide when their own bundles are
conflict-free and ready for execution. Given the decentralized nature of ACBBA, the agents are free to make
this decision independently of one another. In the example in Figure 4, the messages in the network during
the steady-state phase are only due to a couple of agents deciding who wins the pop-up task. In general, 9 of
the other 10 agents will not change their bundles based on the presence of this task, so when it is clear that
they will not win it, they can decide that they have reached self convergence, even though there is no global
convergence. In this way, certain agents can be in a converged state even though others are still actively
engaging in a consensus phase.
The parameter that ACBBA uses to define the notion of local convergence is called separation time.
This number refers to the maximum amount of time in between the arrival of any two instances of relevant
information. By relevant information, we mean any information that affects the local agents’ ACBBA state.
This means that any time gap longer than a predefined upper bound that an agent hasn’t received any
relevant information, the agent can assume with high probability that it has reached local consensus. This
separation time is computed in CBBA every time it checks to see if new information is available to update
its bundle. A property of this parameter that can be seen in Figure 5 is that it is nearly independent of
other relevant parameters. To explore this further we see a plot in part a) of Figure 5 of the number of
messages versus number of tasks for a 10 agent simulation. Comparing part a) with part b), we can see
that there is almost a direct mapping between convergence time and number of messages. However, for
our convergence problem, the value for separation time is virtually independent to changes in number of
messages, convergence time, or number of tasks in the network. In part c) of this figure we can see that it
is also independent of the number of agents in the network. This value may not always be the same value
given different communication constraints. However, since we observe it to be relatively independent of other
parameters during CBBA operation, we can learn the value of this parameter and use it as a reliable measure
of when each individual agent has converged.
VI. Asynchronous Replan
Another key feature that is enabled through ACCBA is the ability to execute what we call an asynchronous
replan. Due to the nature of ACBBA’s bundle building process, tasks in an agents’ bundle can only be
dropped if another agent outbids him for a task, or if a replan is called. A desired feature for a decentralized
algorithm is for an agent to be able to react quickly to large changes in personal situational awareness. With
the introduction of an asynchronous replan, an individual agent can decide to drop its entire bundle and
rebuild it from scratch, so that it can re-optimize for these new local changes in situational awareness.
The notion of an asynchronous replan is especially attractive when the change to a decentralized agent’s
situational awareness will change that agent’s bundle severely, but keep all the other agents’ bundles un-
changed. This is a typical scenario that might happen if a pop-up task is discovered near a remote agent. In
some circumstances that agent will want to drop everything it is doing to service this task, but within the
old CBBA framework, this would require a full global replan. In this situation, as well as many others in
decentralized operations, events happen locally and only a few agents in a potentially large fleet care about.
This asynchronous re-planning infrastructure gives these agents the flexibility to react dynamically, without
tying the entire network down in a costly computational replan. These asynchronous replans utilize the same
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(a) Number of messages (b) Convergence time varying number of tasks
(c) Convergence time varying number of agents
Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulation results showing comparisons between number of messages, and convergence times
type of properties of ACBBA’s convergence that normal convergence utilizes, such as the independence of
separation time and the stability of the global network to consensus disturbances.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper and previous work by the authors [ 33] we have evolved CBBA from a distributed syn-
chronous planning algorithm to a full decentralized asynchronous planning algorithm. A new implementation
was developed for this paper that allows for greater insight into the consensus, as well as the message passing
process inside of ACBBA. With this new implementation, our ability to track and analyze key metrics of
the algorithm in real-time has vastly improved. The key algorithmic steps introduced in this paper were
identifying a new metric of convergence for ACCBA, introducing the asynchronous replan capability and
implementing and testing these new features of ACBBA in simulation and hardware.
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